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For those who are interested in Yamaha Soundfont Pianos, here is a beautiful Yamaha XG Midi
Player.. for all the talk of the file size being wrong I downloaded some Soundfont Midi. Editing
MIDI files, the only way it really works is with a good DJ software like Traktor, Serato, or Traktor
Pro.. Korg XG Virtual MIDI Keyboard comes with a BASIC app - MIDI Editor but as the
README.txt file says "V MIDI Piano Keyboard does not run. " Player of the Week: Yamaha XG
MIDI Player It's not MIDI, but it can still let you play MIDI.Monday, December 24, 2014 Little
Corner Book Cafe, an independent bookstore in Downtown New Iberia, Louisiana, is offering a
private event by yours truly, author of Burning Up in New Orleans, a compelling new novel with
local paranormal agents and, in this case, a beautifully executed corpse!In this murder mystery,
when a body--that of a black artist--turns up on the streets of New Iberia, detectives Elizabeth and
Travis find themselves behind closed doors with a murder suspect, while they are also dealing
with a mysterious ghost, a missing photographer and a pet cemetery full of silent specters. On top
of that, they investigate an elaborate cover-up by a high-profile artist and his wife--who represent
the past, present and future--of a disturbing, deadly secret.And so the party for nine friends,
hosted by yours truly, takes place at Little Corner Book Cafe in New Iberia, Louisiana, on Tuesday,
December 31 at 6:30 p.m. This is your invitation--it will be strictly BYOB with a cash bar. I’ll be
reading from my novel for the first time since it won the Edgar Award from the Mystery Writers of
America a few months ago. For me, the book is about a new world--the world of Louisiana's bayous
and rivers. It's about growing up in New Iberia, Louisiana, and my dad’s journey from his farm in
Jennings, Louisiana, to the Louisiana State Penitentiary for first-degree murder. In the book, New
Iberia holds a dark secret, with the setting and characters greatly influenced by my life in New
Iberia. It is the legacy of my father and his murders in New Orleans that haunts the series and my
characters, which continue to draw out and explore hidden meaning in my
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